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Professor
Appointed
Exec. Post
Dr. James E. Blackwell, assistant
professor of sociology, recently woe
named national executive -en! et a
-!...
of the Society for the
Social Problems at its cometilom
in Washington, D.C.
Ilk appointment is for a duratien
of three years and brings the Si

Nixon Claims Cut
In Welfare Possible
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Bay Area Readies
Major Attack on Polio
I 1.5111,111
Thousands id Bay Area residents all unite
Sunday to man a campaign alined at wiping
out polio as a threat to life and health.
The K.O. Polio Day program spearheaded
by physicians and aided by local organizations
will dispense Sabin oral vaccine at 111 clinic
stations set up at high schools and elementary
schools throughout the county.
FIRST IN SERIES
The first in a series of three, other R.O.
Polio Days have been set for Nov. 4 and Dec.
9. Separate doses on each clinic date will
immunize against one of the three types of
polio. Everyone must attend all three dates
to assure immunity to paralytic polio.
The clinics will be open from 11 a.m. Ti.
7 p.m. For those living near the campus, the
closest clinics will he:
Lowell Sehool, ?75 E. Margaret St.:
Horace Mann S1.111101, 275 E. Santa Clara
St. and
11{1111.0Mcit Junior High school, 9111 E.
Santa Clara St.

already Mut Salk polio shots.
Salk vaccine, program officials said, does
not give lasting protection. Sabin protection
lasts, probably for life. In addition, Sabin
La the only polio vaccine that prevents you
from being a carrier of paralytic, crippling
and often fatal polio.
LIVE STRAINS
The oral vaceme includes live strains of
all three polio viruses which are so attenuated
that although they produce infection of the
intestinal tract, they are incapable of causing paralysis.
The viruses stimulate the production of
active immunity which not only renders the
cells of the intestine immune to later infection with polio virus hut also induces prolonged and prchably permanent serum Mnmunity.

By LORA: E MARTIN
Gop
gubernatorial candidate
tt.chard Nixon promised a $27
nillion cut of state welfare costs
.1 he is elected governor, last
ttight, as he addressed a capacity
.rowd in Morris Dailey AudiWhitt).
The former Republican Vice
President termed the Brown adiiniNt ration’s handling of welfare
national disgrace," and said
’hat his pared program would "still
ro the most generou.s and humane
ecogram in the nation."
Presented by the SJS Young
liepublicans, the address was Nix:. a f.r-

Mystery Solved?
’mu’The case el the 414m
.01.41’
eards
tating 11151
to Dr. lialph It
Icordlng
llllll ings, as.sociate dean of sd
missions and rerttrtlk. the tans
iards .’an be id:
al on minor
mechanical dif Belittles and a
ot things.- includre -scheduled
ing construction.
admissions and
ilasses,
late
enrollment.

the campaign and gine the candidate a chance to set forth his
opinions un several important issues.
Nixon hit Brown repeatedly on
the welfare issue, charging ’ loose
red
"excessive
a d m in ist rat ion,"
tape," and "unproductive cost in.’
creases."
The cost of Brown’s running cf’
the ANC program. Nixon riPCiallli
must be measured in nitre than
dollars "It must also be measured in the destruction of character, moral fiber, and self-reliance," he said.
Presenting a fivespoint program
improve

lion, Nixon promised he would:
Speed up action no find and
remove welfare chtslers from the
rolls.
Concent rate et fort s to re-unite
ANC families or make absent fathers support their children.
- Re-examine the size of welfare payments to end the "coma family is
mon situation- as
butter off not voorking and liaing
on of state welfare aid.
-Replace duplication and ’state
donation" to the counties with
greater local control and local autonomy.
Restore the concept of poNonrefocusing our
al responsitility
effert a on helping people to help
themselves rather than ’’just doling out money "

Collection Station
Established to Help Earthquake Victims ,ben

!a othet areas. Nixon spoke out
controlling government spendand holding down taxes. He
..irged that the time has come
state and local
taxes are "not eorripetitive " and
said that the industrial rate of
growth has therefie-e slowed.
The GOP hopeful also came out
for capital punishment, saying that
at a time when we are "first in

A three-day campus drive to
laise funds for Iranian earthquake
(t7tirs.
’ victims begins today with a cone,
lion booth located in front of th,
.spartan Cafeteria
The SJS’ Inter-Cultural Council crimp.- "T. nmsi give law en:, sponsoring the local drive aa-hics foreement officers "the ultimate
LAB STUDIES
part of a nation-wide effort to weapon against crime."
According to the Bay Area Medical ASSO"We must balance the life of
irl
the disaster victims.
dation committee, laboratory studies of the
t
guilty man we take against
More than 100.000 persons were the
oral vaccine have been extensive. The com:eft homeless in last month’s earth- the lives of innocent people who
TWENTV-FIVE CENTS
mittee said that over one million persons in
laake. Funds will he distributed hy might die." he said
Twenty-five cent, 1,er dose Will he charged
the USSR, Mexico. Germany and the U.S.
Uncleesenring what he termed
Organization of Tehran Umand the vaccine will be given free to anyone
have taken the vaccine without suffering inty Students’ Committee oper. the "basic difference" between
eiriotis effects.
who cannot afford the cost.
a,Im.; on the site of the disaster himself and Governor Bri.e.r. Nx
Program officials urge all persons to take
A complete list of area 1111110 I lllll
ii
Fellowships are now being of- according to Manouchehr Rail. SJS on recalled his conversa
the Sabin oral vaccine men if they have
Oltlions may he found on pato. 5.
Krushchcv
iii
Prernier
fored by the Danforth Foundation student and programming chair. Soviet
DR. JAMES E. BLACKWELL
t
..f St. Louis, Mo., to San Jose State man for the Iranian Students ef whieh the Russian leader hie’
... takes national post
that the U.S.S.R. would soon
male seniors or recent !Northern California.
.Ilege
domes preparing for a career
rietv’s natienal headquarters t.
Contributinns will be used te the Tnited States
"We cann.it win pia yin:: n
eounseling, or admin- Iiuilrt homes in the 175 villages desSan Jose State for that falloff.
Nison said. "we ciir
game.
. .ove work at the college level. troyed. Had said.
Doctor Blackwell pointed WI’
Interested students may con that the society, is affiliated
Additional funds ma he sent to playing ours."
said.
"His game
tam Dr. T. C. Hinckley in Adm159 account number 0305-05035. Creekthe American Sociological Ase,oawill
be
hotti
nes*
Abbreviations have been assignen
to discuss the fellowship program. en-Anglo National Bank, Berkeley. "everything by government." while
tion and the International SocielegTuesday by SPUR for all freshmen
In new buildings and have been
Applieants should be planning te Calif Checks should he made out our game is individual effort and
mal Association.
...crested in running on its slate
major in any field of study com- to Earthquake Relief Fund for private enterprise.
Class elections will be distan
The group, which numbers ilese used throughout the "Schedule of
’lasses,’’ These ahbraviations as i
"You cannot expect free men 0/
mon to the undergraduate liberal lion
to 1.000 meets annually at various
. 1,, first Freshman class me,ting f-0. the Oct. 3 and 4 eleotons.
win over slaves." he declated.
Possible candidates should con- arts and sciences currimulum but
locations throughout the country. also he used in other campus pubsemester Monday at 3:30
"when the Sitt. are
driven by
should not have started underThe new executive secretary re- lications.
the Engineering auditorium, tact Pete Me.Grath or Bob Pisan
their government
and the free
An explanation of althreviai-ii
taking graduate work. They are
ceived his ITS. and M.A. degrees
at the Student Union to arrange
in are -hack in.:
t heirs
free to choose any American gra
from Western Reserve Universe:. is included in the fall se:nest,.
The purpose of the meeting, ay‘or interviews starting Tuesday uate school.
I soy that -"c shicild turn nothin Cleveland. Ohio, and his Ph .D. "Schedule of Classes" on page 13 .-..c. ling tio Dr. Jo,* Stnolensky,
Parking Laws
:in.: over I., leiae:nrnent that can
Morris Dailey Auditorium has
Liaison Officers of aecrediteit
from Washington State University.
will be to "discuss ". 6.30.
: ’ -ir.
best he handled by indisidual priEach applicant must have less iolleges and universities will award
Ile spent one Neal as an instructor been assigned an abbreviation for c.c.. :: e,ii-colures for class of.vate enterprise" he said.
there, and has been at SJS since the first time this fall, and will ti,.,- .,tal to get organized as a than 30 college credit units. There 100 fellowships to outstanding ran- .
America’, st;.erigt 0. he concluri: :, ..,
- !,... ,. , !,.,
. , ..
(eclairs. Nominees will be judged
now be referred to as ’MD"
Has.
are nine positions to be filled,
, on intellectual promise and per has begun ticketing motorcycles M is ir’ ’’’’’’’’:"1""Y crr’anve Pffrni
Offices of the college located off
Freshinan class elections are
have also been given at,- couduim for, Oct. 4-5 and will be :four Freshmen Class representa- I sonality, integrity, genuine interest ’dna
’’ 1"."-’’’’’ ’’’’" l’’’’"’- I’i a
scooters parked in red zrone. ’’’ ’ :
The college office at explained in detail at the meeting: tives to Student Council and five in religion, and high potential for I around the campus. according
St will be designated :if, aver.
}’Freshmen Class executive officers. ’effertive eollege teaching.
;Capt. Elmer Klein of the depa:
Winners will be eligible for uP,meno.
.
classrooms oin
Ito four years of financial assist-,
Beginning Wednesday. K Ii’ i
,
.
.
,
lanee, with an annual maximum (AL.... 0
San Antonio and Ninth St.
$1.500 for single men and $2,000, lie’lled- ixt’olawtae tr’ficy’clecr%le1sh..a-inde Isc’ec
Toe nearly completed Edurationl
plus $500 per ehild, for married parked on sidewalks or in or:
[kidding will he abbreviated "ED
’men, plus tuition and fees.
The Aeronautics Building, lie
zones around fire hydrants rar near
ip
The fall semester brochure ;..
coded near the municipal airport
V
I.‘I dein has been
by the Spartan Programs
"AB."
abbreviated
is
i assistant
:ke to and have been
"EN" is the abbreviation for tit,
, San Jose
the past ,m
,0
Klein Committee iof the Associated StuHi
, -,asis Stan - North Wing of the library. "I;
I,
’," have been getting dent Body ell] he ci campus and
Application.s are nil’ ,.,ng act- , said
.-.Heetion of a new Junior Rep- of a building for laboratory. and
a’’’ii intin4 a illrefor to the Soot’, Win.!
la,
Office. I complain,- reeently from motor- available tit students Monday. Aca
Registrar
the
cepted
by
. dive too the Student Counvil !specialized science facilities. are
,
(’,
Adm102, from students expecting! ists and have to enforen the tivities .":Iviser filch,: Dodson an,...iemming Wednesday from ’sonic of the projects which will he
noy need t od ayto receive a baccalaureate degree! ordinanee.
ASIl President Bill Hauck. ((Alow- financed with the allocation.
The brochures which include a
"We know it’s difficult for cyon Jan. 25, 1963.
Unien
Will
College
ing yesterday’s interviews of 10
a
new
Also.
Personal interview appointment, clists to park their bikes like , calendar of events for speech and
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in the i.isition last year, officially will drop from the
news %t oil: iii. KS.IS, the campus
are to be on file before the inter- pathetic to students on two-wheel- grams presentations will he dirtI
resigned at the meeting Wednes- of the list, should Prepkitiiin IA view. Deadline for receiving appli- ed vehicles, the law must be en- ’ tributed al the Spartan Botokstoist.
station seheiltiled to go on
the Student Altair,. Business Of day. following her recent marriage. fail." declared Hauek.
,;,
,.,
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Greeting guests
Ives, pla vim!, Brick’s father, who. 1,e Mrs Elsa Sandstrom, Santa lighting to bring lighting up to city: the successful demonstration of
"Other countries in .sia. the \I .1 .
and Europe could have
Ill, I he basket11, 7111.’1
dying
-story
multi
equip
standards,
garage
them
Nixon.
by’ the late 60s or soon 1bl-readier it they were to choose 14, ball
pep and spirit shown at the S.IS,-ineer, demands an heir Clara (*.linty chairman for
it, tiler, for play
1,, I),
for operation to relieve parking Utah State football game, and es - di) SO," Foster said in testimony made public Wednesday hy the Sen- !and a rite., piing table set up m
.
rs
Also present will be Mrs.
congestion
in
vamp’s area, equip tended congrelulations to the Rally ate prepataxIness subcommittee.
the lohts
liosmer state president of
i
I
under the spoon engineering building I phase three), Committee for its successful and
In a closed -door subcommittee meeting Monday. Foster said it
SO
11.0 14RP Rrit aniaze
Senior class. shows Republican Women and Mrs Ruth
Molly-woofl hits of the past. Watson. stale women’s chairman equip classroom building number pleasing use of card stunts at the hiss been estimated that "over 10 additional countries can acquire at hair hug hours of splash fun or
one ’phase oncl. and vonstruction game.
least a few nuclear weapen.s" during the next 10 years.
’,rim:asset is 25 yenta,
games Saturday it,ernoion
’,I the Niacin Committee.

New Abbreviations Class Elections
Listed in Schedule To Be Discussed
At Frosh Meeting

Danforth Program
Offers Fellowships
For Male Seniors

SPUR Interviews
Frosh Candidates

Cycle, Scooter

To Bring Tickets

Registrar’s Aide
Succeeds Bohne
As Exec. Assistant

10 Candidates Seeking
Jr. Rep. Appointment

Fall Programs
Of SJS Events
Available Monday

Apply for Degree

Signup For KSJS

world wire

Liz, Newman Star
In Tennessee’s Flit,
’Cat on a Tin Roof’

Reception Slated
For Pat Nixon
Downtown Today

Co-Rec
Tomorrow

7
Frkla?. Sept 21 ’rag’

2--FIP %MT k74: 111 111.T

TLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Figure of Hammerskiold
Lingers Over Congo

K.O. Polio

Its P1111 ’CP:51040M
Pt
Nr%%.. .4thalst
r.. ;,,..pie in the
Aiding of the
o
Ls .n New York

sip. out polio tore, er 1...11.e- to the HAN; Area
Sunda% when the first of the Sabin oral polio vaseine will he
distributed to 3.50totio residents. it is hoped.
lin page one of tcp1.1%%. Dail% are listed the three centers
he available from
closest to the college at which the vaccine
11 a.m. to 7 pin. tin page tne is published the complete list ot
centers for the niany Timidity sho..- home is iti time itt lite- six
Hay Area counties this Um: limitation will so%er.
111 ythottly lia%e been set up to
Here in Santa (lira
offer the %actinic to nearl, oil, million residents.
recei%eti. yrkeral itelliC
Despite tile c0’.tr..11:r tiny pri-tatts
need to be stres.ed, I hie t. that een those who have taken the
Salk sertun shots ,lioulil still take the Sabin vaccine. Saida t.1Jr4
ph.siLiatis explain that the Sabin vaccine. taken on a
ltunp of sugar. needs nu blmytery Jilt’ ket-py per.w.ins taking them
from being -sarriers.- that is. .iiv tug the ditiraye to othrfe. The’.
point out that the sail, -hots offer none of these advantage,..
’1 has is Y.11% th, tarnout on suiiihav is vitally important: the
more persons taking tlo- ...scuttle on Sunday. the fewer "dirrierethere will be.
To those who are skeptical about the vaccine’s etiectieness.
let us point out that more than 283.(001.1.000 people throughout
the world have taken it with complete safety. After exhaustise
tests. the I nited states Public Health Senice has licensed it
and gi’.en it total. absolute approval.
Hous.er -ate thr
accine 111.
be. the iIuIuuiLAnigatJuitt
program this sundav will not he successful unless eYery one
participate-. A.aiii. ii titober and December. when the other
two dosesit the saint, vaccine will be distributed. old%
coni
plete turnout will assure cumpltte pruteetion from the ttiyeam-.
The opportunity to eliminate the dreaded dikise represents
a hope that many people in other countries. cannot share at this
time. For the young people in this commtunty. the vaccine is
insurance for a life free from the crippling effects of polio.
For a donation of 25 cents, the lump of sugar available this
Sunday is perhaps the best investment anyone. young or olik can
make today.
A lune, t

Dag Ham:liarand those whu with
:.,a lives .. in quest
1..
.
the Congo."
The unveiling came just one
day short of a :,ear after Ham:liar:401d died Sept. 18. 1961 in
the crash of his chartered plane
in a forested wilderness near
Ndola. Southern Rhodesia. His
mission had been to negotiate a
Lea-e-tire between United Nations and secessionist Katangese
foi
50
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College Physicals Not Like Army
I
:Jr
of the p.a.,
he L 0
p. ton’s .i.sease and mono. Hen, heft. I cut co:.1.,-:- on my phjsa.-al
exam. Did you?
This isn’t a true confession, but simply a document of :ny trials
In a private medico’s office as I received my physical for entrance
to San Jose State.
First, my M.D. was a she. Little runny-nosed kids were squirming all over her office floor, not in pain, mind you. just playing
put-a-snag-in-rnama’s-new-nylons, or spill-the-ash -tray. The receptionist I think) was busily collecting money from a nervous patient.
ENTER M.D.
The door opened a crack and then I saw HER. She gave her
stethoscope a professional whirl and made a swooping gesture toward her inner room.
Coolly, she said. "Remove your clothes to the waist... Not as
coolly. I did.
CHEER LIST
’Measleschickenpoxdiphtheriawhoopingeoughpoisonoak. shingles
rnalariasleepingsicknessr she purred as she checked off No" to
each of my replies. Then, came the crisis.
Hernia?"
"No. don’t mind if I do," I said, trying to act casual.
Have you ever had a hernia_ sir." she asked her nerves beginning to twitch.
"Oh. that? No I haven’t," I said.

THIS
FREEWITH
COUPON
at

IRENE’S LAUNDRY
4 S. 4th Street

LOGE ’THAT WEIGHT
* Bring two or more wash & iron pants and one
is finished FREE.

I think I detected a little sigh on her part. as she settled back
to her list of more conventional ailments and I felt a whole lot
better. Then she saw my spare tire pushing its way past my belt.
One of her painted eyebrows lifted in a most sinister way as she
told me I had better leae some of that weight. As she said "that."
she pointed to my profusion with the end of her pencil. I grinned.
What else could I do?
In retiospe,it. I remember my Army physical seven years ago
and it was nothing like the one I got for college. Either the Army
and its sadist-technicians with their rubber mallets, embarrassing
investigations and endless questions, overdid this $.5 service called
a physical. or my shapely Ben
Casey did things differently
when she went to medical school.
Now I am curious as to what
constitutes a real physical Does
anyone know?

* Bring two or more wash and dry tubs and one
is FREE!
Offer expires Sept. 21, 1962
High Quality Service

Try Us and See
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How did they ever make a movie of
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El Rancho
CcFeeo., .-,e-n,;ngway’s
’Adventures of a Young Man
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EC -I- SCREENS
BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ
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ROAD TO HONG KONG
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Does that scund 1;ke a ccme-cn7 a is. It’s an
tion to come on and join the many who are already
richer because they read The New York Times reeu.
I
Staffing October 1, The New Yori Times will be
available on campus for the first

time.

A Western

Edition will be printed in Los Angeles every week.
day morning simultaneously with the New York edi.
tionand delivered to you the same dayfor only
10c a copy.
You’ll find The New York Times a wonderful way to
enrich your college days and studiesbecause The
New York Times is richer in the news and information it supplies you about Washington, national and
world affairsas well as the world of sports, fashions, entertainment and the arts.
You’ll find your conversation richer, your understanding deeper, your chances brighter to acliieve
the goals you set for yourself. See your campus representative today to enjoy convenient delivery of
The New York Times throughout

the academic year.

S..art:cf., October 1

THE NEW YORK TIMES /WESTERN EDITION

ROBERT ATKINS
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ANOTHER HI :VERNAL
’Yet Tshombe’s record of first
agreeing and then twisting away
called I : a certain amount of
The skepticism
s It
1-::
,if tao
t
:

CRISIS HENIAINS
But even as the L’ N in New
York paid deference to Hammarskjuld and 1.7 N. and Congolese
forces In Leopoldville dipped
their flags in his memory. it
seemed that a year had not
passed.
For In ElisaLettiville the dreary
drama of the Congo continue,?
almost without change, alt.
as if all that were happen.:,.
11,t: also had happened at least
once before.
Harnmarskjold was dead and
Tnant (if Burma had taken his
place.
But Katanga President Moise
Tshumbe continued to play his
mercurial rule and events followed almost a carbon copy of
the past. Agreement ... a ceasefire . . charges of broken faith.
Early this month. Thant presented to Tshombe a plan which
went far toward granting selfrule to the provinces of the Congo but which at the same time
also contained an ultimatum to
ir,-, cffeTshomht>

HOW TO BE
RICHER
THAN(starYOU
t
i
n
g
ARE

dead polieemen. Tshomhe accused
the United Nations of breaking
the cease- f ire. He de I
"1 W. not believe in
good faith any longer. 001 It, :he
Western nations who iguaraneml
his plan ’
S policy vont inued
to call tor the reunification of
the Congo, by trace if necestialy,
in the belief that without the
v.ealth of Kistanga, the C’ongo
nevet could stand by itself.

persist in his refusal to rejoin a
united Congo.
The plan provided that Katanga should share its rich mining
i, in the last year
revenuecame t ’’to. $50 million, with
-, mnent and that
the cel,
-. should be trueits 12 ,
: !-.es.
:one set by
.: led his "en:
Thant
-s. :thu.ital:
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For The Record
Ilv BOB PACINI
Fine Arts Editor
SINGING SPARTAN
Irene Dabs. a 1946 SJS graduate, will appear with the San
ja, symphony in November. Miss Dabs, one of the world’s leading operatic mezzo sopranos, is. currently singing with the San
Francisco Opera. She made her first appearance of the season with
ow company last Tuesday in the role of Princess Els)li in Verdi’s
somber ’Don Carlo." Her performance son raves from the critics.
Miss Dabs. who specializes in the heavier Verdi and Wagner
nses, has uippeared with opera companies around the world, including the annual Wagner Festival at Bayreuth, Germany. Her debut
several
the Met copula an
ago was also in the ’Don
’
ARING IIIE TRIANGLE
sTlic Perfect Setup?" a new.
Broadway-issind stage play will
open a three-week engagement
at the Geary Theater in San
Tuesday
beginning
Francisco

Teaching English
One Full Time
Job -- Ain’t It?
(Ill(’,,G()UPI.
- Pity the
English teacher.
First there’s that new dictionars that advances "ain’t" to polite society.
Then there’s the rumor-- supported by some advertising slogans, printed and sung-- that
grammar is dying.
Defining the teaching of English keeps an English teacher
busier than a school bus driver
at a second grade class picnic, it
is noted in the Chalk Dust column of The Nation’s Schools, a
journal for school administrators.
Archibald MaeLeish, in a heroic
but futile effort to define the
teaching of English. recently
said, "I think English always
stands with a foot in the text
and a foot in the world, and that
what it undertakes to teach is
neither the one nor the other but
the relationship between them."

night.
Gene . Bat Masterson) Barry,
Angie Dickinson and Jan Stet-ling star in the production, the
story of the "eternal triangle"
of husband, wife and the inevitable third party. The triangle is changed to a square
with the addition of a fourth
party that gives the play a novel
twist.

cirrv comma:

SPEAKER
San Jose City College has announced that William L. Shirer,
author of the elephantine history
of Hitler’s Germany. "The Rise
and Fall of the Third Reich,"
will speak NOV. 13. Shirer’s subject: -Russia and Germany,
Keys to the Future."
TREASURES OF TUT
More than 30 pieces of ancient
TUT’S TREASUREThis ancient
Egyptian art, most of it from
sarcophagus is included in the
the tomb of King Tutanichamun
King Tut exhibit in San Fran"King
’popularly known as
cisco.
Tut". is currently on display in
SIT) Francisco’s Palace of the Legion of Honor in Lincoln Park.

HUNTER’S
OFFICE
EQUIPMENT

Pearl Bailey Show
Coming to Civic

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
$5.00
PER MONTH
* ROYAL

*

SMITH CORONA

*

*

UNDERWOOD

REMINGTON

* Similar Low Rates on Adding Machine Rentals
*

Expert Service and Repairs on All Machines

CY 4-2091

71 E. San Fernando

St. Thomas Chapel
,

mat chapel for M doubt.r,
arl noo rr,

q.e:tiOnSr,

WORSHIP - SUNDAY, 10 A.M.
Sermon: "Outsiders Have More
Faith"
at
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. l0th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter. Campus Pastor

edigiou4
Orgentiptiofro

WESTMINSTER
PRESYBTERIAN CHURCH
The Alameda at Shasta
CY 4 7447
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Chalk Dust editor Frederick
Mot f it I notes that MaeLeLsh
probably updated the old definition of foot and mouth disease
with that statement.
"It is certainly true today that
every time an English teacher
opens his mouth, he puts his foot
therein." said Moffitt.
What does the teaching of
English really include?
The
Chalk Dust answer:
"Literature and reading, group
dynamics and role playing, telephone technics, public speaking,
debate, choral reading, mummery
and puppetry, etiquette in pet tins:, and advice to the lovelorn
I including guidance, counseling
and placements
"On the more elementary level,
the English teacher must handle
a few minor catastrophes, such
as the Christmas pageant and the
senior class play."

Canterbury
Tales

Sunday Services
8:30 and Ii a ,

Singel. and e, anedienne Pearl
Bailey brings her unique brand
of comedy and song to the San
Jose Civic Auditorium for a one
night concert next Friday, September 28.
Appearing with "Pearlie Mae"
will be Louis Bellson and his orshest ra.
Miss Bailey. whose style of
sing -talk practically defies description, appeared in the movie
"Carmen Jones" in 1954.
She has also appeared on numerous television shows and has
also done work in night clubs
and on the stage.
Tickets for the performance
are on sale at the Wendell Watkins Management office, $9 South
VII,t St.
lees are $2.50, VI, $4 and
iiitets may also be purchased
’hr i night of the show at the
Civic Auditorium.
-

FOCUS
Meaningful Existence
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
For

(Methodist Student Center)
CY 2.3707
5th and Sante Clara
J. Benton White, Campus Minister
Supper at 460 - 405
7.00 - "The Nature of the Chord,. on
Campuy"
Rev Getty. Etheredie. White
II 00 - Worship

7:00 p.m.
50 CANTERBURiAtuS
This Sunday is a busy day in any.
body’s language, and whatever else.
on won’t wind up hungry:
II a nr. Morning Prayer at Trinity
Chereh, followed by a luncheon
honoring college students, ’specially
mee, ones. 181 North 2nd St.)
6 p m. Our first Supper Meeting
the Center. (500 for this
"el
And don’t forget your Sabin vat’
even it you can’t have
’thus.
SsurOS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

Worship Sunday

JOHN KNOX

At One of These Nearby

FELLOWSHIP

Methodist Churches

(Tall,rod for Student.)
9:40 a.m.

Perspective

8:15 p.m.

Knox

Club

G WINFIELD BLOUNT, Minister

FIRST

ST. PAUL’S

Santa Clara & SIP,
Sty. 9 10 Ill rn

10th at San Salve.
dor - 11.00 am
Ply .1.6,666 C
from orfoe

Donald A Getty,
Minister

Obregon Concludes
4-Week U.N. Study
A United Nations secret;;
general right here at SJSI
That’s almost the case with
Sam Obregon. senior sociology
major. who returned this month
from a four -week internship at
U.N. headquarters in New York.
Obregon will serve as secretarY-general for the 13th annual
western states session of Muslel
United Nations next semester on
campus.
During his internship. Obregon
worked in the U.N. Office of
Public Information, annotating
provisional agenda items to be
later studied by the General
Assembly

SAM OBREGON
... U.N. intern
units in Political Science 180 for
the internship.
The campus Model United Organization, operating since 1951,
rates as one of the strongest in
the country. The western states
ai-ea, which include SJS, is the
largest in the U.S. on the basis
of member colleges and student
participant.
San Jose State has sponsored
one of the most active and informed delegations in recent area
sessions.
MUN members meet 7-9 p.m.
Wednesday in CI1345. Those atthenrling receive two units college credit.
MUN headquarters are located
In the Student Union, 315 S.
Ninth St.

San Jose Concert
Series To Open
27th Season Oct. 12
Indian dancers, a Broadway
musical, a children’s choir and
a world-famed pianist will be
the offerings this year of the
San Jose Concert Series which
opens its 27th season Oct. 12
in the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
First attraction in the series
will he the Uday Shankar Hindu
Dancers in a program demonstrating the music and dance of
India.
After the first of the year the
series continues with the Broadmusical -Carnival."
way hit
This is the first time that a
touring Broadway musical will
appear as part of the concert
series.
The famed Vienna Choir Boys
follow in a concert of sacred
music, folk songs and one of
their delightful costume operettas.
The final event will be the
appearance of pianist Leonard
Pennario, who performed two
seasons ago with the San Francisco Symphony.
Season tickets are now on
sale at the Wendell Watkins
Management office. 89 S. First
St.
_

111-YEAR -OLD PROGIt %NI
Obregon was the first S.IS student to participate in the 13 year-old program. The campus
chapter of MUN provided his expenses. In addition, the senior
sociology major received three

Male Advertising?
Beautiful coeds have lung been
an SJS institution, but one
young woman, Linda Burkinshays-, is also enjoying the "scenery."
Upon reporting to her direct
mail advertising class this week,
she discovered that she was the
only woman among 20 students
in the class.
Instructor Charles E. Marshall, associate professor of adother
if
wonders
vertising,
coeds mistook the course description to mad, "direct male
ads ert ising."
Miss Burkinshaw a senior retail advertising major, apparently hit the jackpot this semester in her other courses as well.
The cute blonde has only four
women attending her classes in
alld market ins.
sa

Rev

J. Alfred Smith
scriei ’bout

FirA Pre*Im terian Church

Supper
Meeting

ROGER WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP
Church Sr
’lc
II 00 to GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 E San Fonando
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Shorty

Coo .o.

By PRUDI STAXIG
Editor
sihTyteicoS
whole business of so many
ycthoraniss
used to around
here after being away for the Summer is bi.e; i’Lieigh in itself without some of your best friends fouling you up, too- by getting
married.
No
Is she plain Cloie Glotz, but, if you please. Mrs. John
Smith-- -and chances are every time you have to introduce her, the
new name won’t come to mind.
It’s useless to seek the young matron’s help -she probably
forgets her name more often than you do.
So that you won’t be one of "those social boors" hens are the
names of many of the new "Mrs." and about-O7.stx. ’Mrs’ you’ll
be running into.
Go ahead, memorize ’em.
MARRIAGES
Mary Hunter, Phi Mu senior education major from Tahoe City
to Don Beakers, senior industrial management major from Rio Del
Mar.
Beth Hopler, Phi Mu junior music major from Menlo Park to
Allen Stitt, Phi Mu Alpha junior music major from San Jose.
Bonnie MeRrien, Phi Mu former home economics major from
Menlo Park to Bob Shepard. SJS grad iate.
Pat McCarron, Phi Mu nursing major from Nevada to John
Kent, SJS graduate now serving with the U.S. Army.
Joan Des-ore. Alpha Chi Omega sophomore education major
from San Mateo to Bob Dragge. SJS graduate now serving with
the Marine Corps.
Marilyn Burrows. Alpha Chi Omega lousiness graduate from
Glendora to Jim Hempe. Alpha Tau Omega SJS graduate.
Michelle Ostrom, Alpha Chi Omega junior education major to
Carlas Anglin, Phi Sigma Kappa senior industrial arts major. Both
are from San Leandro,
Arlene Acers, senior history major from San Mateo to Michael
Stimulants SJS senior from San Leandro.
ENGAGEMENTS
Colette Soult, senior education major from Arcadia to Darrell
Johansen, SJS graduate from Ferndale.
Carolyn Winnegar. Alpha (’hi Omega, senior education major
to Jim Ellis, Alpha Tau Omega senior industrial management
major. The pair are from San Mateo.
Kit Fox, Alpha Chi Omega junior education major from Menlo
Park to Brent Davis, SJS graduate from Karachi, Pakistan and
former ASB president.
Tina Palaferri, senior education major from Costa Mesa to Steve
Parsons, senior psychology major from Oakland.
Pam Wheeler, Alpha Omicron Pi sophomore art major from
Tusten to Donald Kuerbis, senior mechanical engineering major
from Oxnard.

I’m looking over
the mounds of

Used Books Still On Hand
at Robert’s

A talent hunt is being conducted by Dr. Gus C. Lease,
associate professor of music, in
an effort to recruit student performers for pre-game shows at
Spartan home football games.
Three home games are left.
They are on Oct. 3, 11, and Nov.
10.
Dr. Lease said all SJS students are invited to participate
in the pre-game shows.
Interested students should
I,ise in his office.
eiintact

SAVE 25%
Hundreds of books arriving every day
Fast and friendly service

WE HAVE MOVED
Sunday, Sept. 23

Qoartpr.

Full refunds on used and unblemished new
books (First? weeks of school with receipt)
Complete paperback selection

48 N. 3rd Street

How Experience the
Abundant Life’
George L. "Shorty"
5:45 p.m.
615 p.m.

Poise ‘11

Student Talent Hunt

Come Visit I s in Our New
HP,If

.wwwwww.wwwww."

longer

DADA BRIEFINGS
He also attended daily briefings by senior members of the
secretariat and participated in
group discussions.
Highlight of the internship, according to Obregon, occurred
when he witnessed the signing
of an agreement between the
Republic of Ihdonesia and the
Kingdom of the Netherlands over
control of West New Guinea
.West Irian). This agreement
averted a possible war.
It helped the interns appreciate the hard, sometimes thankless task the U.N. performs in
trying to promote international
peace, he says.
Another memory cherished by
the SJS senior is his meeting
with two U.N. officials. Secret:try-General U Thant and C. V.
Narasimhan. Narasimhan, undersecretary for General Assembly
affairs and chef de cabinet, was
among the many speakers who
addressed the interns.
49 STUDENTS
There were 49 university students from 20 countries and territories in Africa, Asia, Europe.
North America, the Caribbean
area and the Middle East in attendance. Many pleasant moments were spent by Ohregon
touring East Coast landmarks
with the visiting students.
Obregon. who plans to enter
government service or U.N. work
after graduation, also became
aware of the economic and technical assistance offered underdeveloped countries throughout
the world Is. the international
body.
Like in any large organization,
most of the U.N. employees are
specialists, he points out, with
only the top few positions exerting comprehensive direction.
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12 Matriculate Social Sciences Gain Fraternity Rushees
$2,000 ASB Investment In Philosophy
10 New Professors
Narrowing Choice
Brings $37,500 in Loans
Grad Progra
4SP4RTAN

nfttn.ir

IrrMay,

cept.

1,1467

o .
mmembers who totse paned lac
: teaching staff of San dose State
1College Sept 1 have been assigned
.. . -.. ,: lents have enrolled in to the Social Science area. Pres:dent John T. Wahlquist has an the new philosophy graduate divi;flounced. The area. is composed of
sion according to Dr. Frederick C. the oepartments 01 economios and
.
_m
Domeyer. head of the Philosophy ; veography. history., Istlitical
Department
i enee and public Esti/finis tra t i;;Ii a a I

.: e ; . . . ,.tion, :lithe, der the NDEA loan proorarn, !
pointed out.
Additionally. Ryan indicated. the I
USA loans must be repaid within
three years, unlike the 10-year
NnEA loans. They also hase a
higher interest rate, with 6 per
sent aS compared to 3 per cent m-1 Dr. Dunifileyer said that he wasi stainlgN and anthr"I""0
terest charged, he pointed out. ; very pleased with response and I Dr C. Langton White or., h.
I re tired from the St ki llt .1111 t.111%
An advantage of the USA loan.
c onsidered this a large enrollment ! tN. rat.tio. where he o as it dmiiiii.
according to the SJS Financial
Intent head, has joined the eednore
Aids Bulletin, is that loans ale not for the field of philosophy.
"Everything looks very prondo- , it’s and geography department stall
restricted to students with majors
on a part-time bash; with Oat rank
in ceroon areas but are open to ing." he commented.
professor. He is a graduate of
all students on clear academic
!ni
had
Dr Dommeyer added that he
University oith a Ph D.
thelDenison
standing.
received many inquiries about
from Clark University. He
uetin Lsdegree
The new copy of the bll
master’s program from both inter- I
now available in the Dean of ested parties and other institutions. taught at several eastern and mid Students Office. The 1963-64 bul especially the University of Santa western universities before joining
the Stanford faculty in 1943.
letin includes specific information Clara.
Five new members of the history
on all forms of student aids in Theory of Knowledge will be the department faculty are:
eluding loan funds short term,
first of the courses to be taught
Dr. Larry H. Addington. assistUSA loans and NDEA loans
Logical Theory. ant professor. with A.B and 31 A
sclotlarships. awards and part. The others are
Value Theory, and the study of a degrees from the University of
time placement opport unit ies,
selected philosopher These courses North Carolina anti a Ph.D. degree
are absolutely required and are from Duke University. where he
insurance Available
(-ailed -core- courses. They will be has been an instructor since 1959.
supplemented by upper division
For Ano+her Week
David W. Eakins. assistant pmwork, comprehensive examinations lessor, a graduate of Oregon State
Studems. of.. :, ;so :
..’oIled
master’s thesis. A reading , College with an M.A. decree from
and
a
in the California Physi: .
Sem.-knowledge of a foreign language is the University of Colorado. He has
ice health plan have un to Friday.
also required.
been a lecturer at Northwestern
Sept. 28. to do so. Ed Schuler. inInstructing the new program will University. Evanston, Ilt, since
surance representative, announced
be the staff of the Philosophy De- 1961.
yesterday.
Glenn T. Edwards. Jr.. instrucThe fee of Slit may be paid at partment. all of whom hold Ph.D.
tor a graduate of Willamette UniI the Student Affaos Psoiness of, degrees.
, Additional information concern- versity with an M A. degree from
fire. TH16.
the new program can be oh- the University ta Oregon. ohere
oned from Dean James Brown, in he has been an instructor since
graduate division office, or 1938.
or Just Plain Hungry?
Dr. Harry A. Gailey, Jr.. assist;m the Philosophy Department.

.71 a
.:.’
matter of months may ..ftin like
a neat trick.
That, however. Lc just what the
Asonciated Student Body did this
uminer when it invested S’.2.000 in
the United Student AnI program,
thereby. making aallable to students some $37 50u in Osin
a"proate.
CSA Funds, Ow
non. po iftt sen e c; ;
endotoes jong-teon li,lis made by
1;sal banks to ciaiese student,
Tue isirporation. viith headquarters in Indiana. ...ryes as an intermediary betttevn local banks
and the colleets which underwrites
the loans by dep.:stung funds in
the USA funds resent?.
The funds, ohich were made
available to SJS students just this
summer, already have been spoken
for, according to Don Ryan, assistant to the dean of students.
Appluximately 30 loans have alit-tidy ben made. Approxima t els
15 more are pending at the
tune, Rsan indicated.
The USA loans, although sim:,
to the National Defence Education Act INDEA1 loans in that
they are not due until after maduation and have a $1000 limit per
school year, are not as good a
financial proposition as the NDEA
loans. Ryan stated.
The USA loans become payable
within four months after gradua-

Famished, Starved,

Archie’s Solves Your Sunday Nite Dinner Problems!
Every Saturday and Sunday

SPECIAL!
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

$117
and Dinner Steak 51.10

ARCHIE’S
STEAK
HOUSE

SOUP
SALAD
BAKED POTATO or FRENCH FRIES
GARLIC BREAD
Free Customer Parking

545 S. 2nd St.

Prof’s Agriculture Book
Selected for USDA List
A book by a San Jose Stat.
-ociate professor of history has
selected book
en included in the
ot of the U. S. Department of
sricult Lire’s 1962 Yearbook.
Named as one ef the 112 sigs.ficant boks about agriculture in
’cc past 100 years" is the work
..y Dr. Nelson Klose. "America’s
History of
:’op Heritagethe
Foreign Plant Introduction by the
Federal Government."
The book list was compiled as
part of the one-hundredth anni.. -s-;ry recognition of the Depart’ Agricultuis being cele-

:sere made on the basis of
influence on the agriculture of
day, their lasting qualities at.
covering the period 1862-1962.
Published in 1930. Dr. Klose’s
book records the search for and
the introduction of foreign crops
into American agriculture by
agencies of the U.S. government.
Dr. Kluse. who received his
doctorate in American history at
Texas University. came to the
SJS campus in 1957.
Based on his doctoral dissertation, Dr. Klose’s book is used as
a reference for the ot-igin of the
leading economic crops of Amer-

NEW & USED BOOKS
ARRIVING DAILY!
(BY AIR FREIGHT, RAIL & MULE TRAIN)

Come in now and check
our new arrivals . . .
OPEN

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

SATURDAY

ON ALL SALES UNTIL SEPT. 28

9 A.M. -3 P.M.

(WITH CASH REGISTER RECEIPT)

...i Wits A.11. 1I A..
Iriirri the UniSome -WO San Jose State men Ur V... I
i
xolsity of California at Los An- students will be selecting Ira- i to each hos-. hefore tt
old lik;
-seles Since 1957 he has been an ternities Sunday as fraternity rush !final choice.
all of the met. .;a1 luck.
.,--istart! professor and department winds up this weekend.
The men going through rash !"and I hope 1 st. ill be able to
;Ism:ion at Northwest Missouri
H.
S
te Ct.ltet.T.
I are cutting down their choices to ’come them to the I.e., y,
soon."
P.Wie 11 Jensen, instructor,’ too houses today and will be go- very
tomoro it!: It A , H A and PhD. degrees I ing to dances tonight and
the Unisersity of Colorado at row night. taking one last look
ti
She Iris heen a lectutrr . at the houses before making their
Ilulder
st the Unisei ’,t il Colorado. Den -1. final decisions.
Inter -Fraternity Council rush
ser
Too :1 the new appointees will Irides prohibit fraternity members
tiaoh in the isilitical science and from talking with any rushees heto
Students oho o
when the
aditaniAl’ation departmenCooeen 3 a.m. Sunday,
t
la,oks from the , slew.
Sunday
p.m.
3
and
end,
dances
They ore:
picking before paying then rest,...
Dr. 31artin Birnbach. assistant ’when the rushees finish
fees and obtaining a student rAroly
orolessur who holds a B.A. degree ;up their invitations to pledge.
are plan- card may use card No. ’t fool
togn New York University. an M,S.: All of the fraternities
the registration packet.
:legree from the University of Lon- I nine parties Sunday afternoon to
According to Miss Joyce It
don and a Ph.D. degree from Rut. .te!ostme new pledges.
!e-ife librarian. card No
president
honored as a library
may be borriavis!
oraska since 1961.
this ; .
-entation
Dr. Janie- A. Jarvis. assistant NewDisplay ..9-4 it has been stela !a:at-soot. a v....Mu:0e of Union Colstudent’s adviser.
lege. Kentucky. with an M.A. deoree Itom the University of Kentucky an;1 a Ph.D. degree front tb,
University of Illinois lie has been
Tile newest display in 1 he SJS
SVityne State University in De- library, "Know Youi Library" lotroit since 1953.
cated just inside the entrance to
Assigned to the department of the North Wing, is directed primaHly to new students.
sitcittlogy and anthriqx)Jugy are:
The display, which includes a
Alvin Rudolf. assistant prolessoy with 11.A and M.A. degrees map showing the location of the
Central Wing,
from USC. He has been a lecturer North. South, and
house at the Universio- of California at and Reserve Book Room.
:information about library male Berkeley since 1960.
rials.
Irving Tallman. assistant profes-,i
shelf of the exhibit is de- ’
tor a graduate of the University I Each
voted to examples of materials I
Calif ornia with an M S.W. de found on the six floors of the
erre from NVayne State University to be
Ninth
orth Wing, the two floors of
He has been teaching at San Franh
tu
ht
Maio
Reserve
theS
ando
Wing,
?
State College since 1957.
Room. The Central Wine is tem..trily closed for repairs.
Among the examples are sier
Recruiter Shows
cards indicating the subject Mat ter found on each floor.
Examples of forms used in
librax-y transactions, including cor
teetly completed "hold" slips and
Not
"withdrawal" slips are include!
ti
aCeurtilng
Or l.a..gat
in the display. The exhibit iii
T. Sgt. Eugene G. Olin. local Air
"buries books. records. art print,.
Force recruiter. Be pointed out
and newspapers. Examples et
that the Air Force has a growing
tapes, microfilm and microcard,
need for non -flying officers in sciare also featured.
entific, technical and adminisThe first floor of the North
trative career fields.
Wing, mainly a reference room,
The Air Force maintains an ex- houses the Inforrnation and Cirtensive technical training Pro- culation desks. A printed Guide
gram for officers who base suc- o, the Library" may be obtained
cessfully completed the three. lins this floor.
month Ofticer Training School
Materials of use to those incas I course.
terested in education are included
Training is conducted in missile on the shelf devoted to the thiia
--ration and maintenance. guild - llor of the North Wing.
’S systems, procurement. supair police, finance, peissaisol
Iligence, meterology, eits
and communications, and a.
ors. Many of these fields al.
. available 6. !err :.. applicant ,Tsl yril:
-.Wected fo,
. .
’
the 1962 Su!, !
-_nools on the Session at s
1. ,+4, State toms .
rateds correlat- record 10 t:s_ This is an inii.
wIth the milit aluals educational of 576 over 1961, accordis
Joe
-kground, desires and aptitude. \Vest, teun of Summer Sc
I nly college graduates are acA total of 6.503 rege .
-opted in the program, although the six-tsvek session. as ..!..
d .dents may now apply up to with 6,083 in 1961. Those a
;10 days before graduation.
tag the branch summer soFurther information anout the flartnell College. Satin
;TS program may be obtained bered 215. a drop of 15 lioo.
rn Sergeant Olin at the Air
Enrollment in the four-’.’. et ;.
Recruiting Office, 40 N. Ion was 2.124, an increase ol
or by calling CY 7- ,o’er last year.
h St
Students at,

Library Accepts
Registration Curd
For Limited Time

At Library

Force Needs
Ground Officers

e,

Summer Scholars
Hit Record High

STEAKS
STEAKS
STEAKS

THE

SPECIALSunday, Monday, Tuesday
of every week
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

$1.19
ja.dd

Belo,c1 Po+af0, Chic, Garlic Bread

SPECIALWednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday of every week
FILET OF RIB

$1.24
Includes: Salad, Baked Potato, Chile Garlic Bread

Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Campus"

-

For Dessert Try a Quarter of a Pie
for a Quarter

Julian IV Steaks
4th 8, JULIAN STREETS

Open ’tit 12:00 P.M.

NEW
ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
SLIDE
RULE
See DEC ION
and other fine
K&E slide rules
at your
college store.

114=EK EUF FEL & ESSER CO.
,
Hoboken, N.J.

.Meg

F I Vt.\

Classroom Communication
Begins Oct. 6 on Channel
)rd
ne
pea
akra,
’

1’he last session. Satorday. Jan
the most important 1,
19t13, will consist of the final:
lu.,/, /a teaching will Ix cover:’. .
course be
heduleil session, a workshop iind
Fs a televised extension
finning Oct. 6, al 9:30 a.m. over ,i final examination.
To officially register Inc the
Kyry. channel 11. The course.I
(-hiss/small (’ommunication, is de_ course. students must return applifor teachers and cations to the Extension Serices
’ ivned primarily
with S10 no later than
-tUdent teachers at the dementia.). to,,ther
13. Appii,itinm. 1’ 0:1 II,1
ant secondary level, but is open to :October
in
.. .I.:
.f,t. 0. I
th upper division stand-ither info,
.r: 11, 1
,. fi ’Jon S.0.I
.s ill 115.10 I. .1 1....Dr. i2. W. Ford. head 111 the
I. ,1’.1I’.111 111.01,..,1
,
onilill’y elllielitilin 11..11;11’linel,I
t,ordinal,,E of the halt-hoin
Ill, 1,,IJI, .,1 ! L, 1,1,1 III1’.Hn.
sions. One unit ot es’eslit ss ill la.
received by t hr Ise who eomplete the ’
1)r. Robert M. Diamond
entse,
:aD
S.IS coordinator of instiuction
n.lesision, is invsgrain supemisor

()al
;, b. "Effective Classroom
communication." In’. Ford. Dr.
ilofstrand and Dr. Wright will
appear at this session. Their dLseussiun will he concerned with the
vat itais roles of teachers and
learners.
Editor’s Note: As a pubilc service
I.ister telecasts will e 0 n ee r n
the Spartan Doily relinquishes this
aspects iff teaching coinspace to th K 0. Polio drive to enI 1.,
.L ion. The second lecture,
able students to locate the center
I
,,,f1,1’1’ne5l with
nearest their borne for immunisation
H .1
I,: f li ’,LOH Kill l’efill’t
PALO ALTO HIGH
, IL,111.1 m14.4 1.11, planning, UnI1 411- SO Embartadero Rd.. PA.
,
?Mg appropt iate i fl It I’, 1(1 u a I
JORDAN JR HIGH
Ic..cning, acti)dies.
7E0 No. Clifornia St.

resident Makes Nine Appointments
To Fine Arts D epartments Faculties

:,

’ :!’

1,

San Jose St.de has,. been annun eed Is) Pres. John T Wahl-

aPPear
session.

ATTENTION GIRLS!
Part-Time, General Office
Work.
BOWMAN INSURANCE
AGENCY

"
Call CT 2-8607

,/,
I
1/’

Elivter has taught at the
i.
/risers at.a.). of Mask.
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,,f,i-nt
:
Naval Sellout of Mu. ,
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!Ink,: -.
V..i.rion II. Read, assistant prnfesmil I I
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,
; Mate of UCLA with an
i’nive; :1
\:’’:
-I \I Si !1.,ree from the Eastman
i il artist 511 /c’l ot Mush’, Rochester, N.Y.
. A
,
5,1 11, Stan- II.’ was a bassoonist with the
RochII 1’’’ ’’ ’I
*/ r Philharmonic and since 1961
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ADDISON ELEM SCH.
650 Addison Ave PA.
ESCONDIDO ELEM. SCH.
890 Escondido Road, Stanford
GREEN GABLES ELEM. SCH.
705 Alester Ave., PA

I li Ills li.S. mdNI.A. H. HOOVER ELEM. SCH.
2850 Middlefield Rd., PA.
!Hun New York Universit)1
It ilev,ree from Columbia E. VAN AUKEN SCH.
950 Amarillo Are.. P.A.

,r

.:,

;isi,..

WILBUR JR. HIGH
480 Meadow Dr., P.A.
CUBBERLEY HIGH SCH.
4000 Middlefield Rd . P.A.
LomA VISTA
ELEM SCH.
4100 0,4 St. . p
MONTA LOMA
460 Thompson. mt. View
LOS ALTOS HIGH
201 Almond Ace.. L.A.
COVINGTON ELEM. SCH.
1120 Covington, L.A.
G70AFR,DemN.EnRi.BLUALLIS
MT. VIEW HIGH SCH
Church & Castro, Mt. Vie.

GRAHAM ELEM. SCH.
1, ... en
teaching at Hoover High 1175 Castro St., Mt. View
-1- Sati-il. Glendale. He will teach
CRITTENDEN ELEM. SCH.
i
. ’ I- mom, theory and bassoon.
1701 Rook Sf., Mt. Vie.
Assigned to the Speech and CASTRO ELEM. SCH.
505 Escuela. Mt. Viw
’! I I’ill- Drama Department are:

AWAIT HIGH SCH.
, Oak I Truman, Mt’ View
LOYOLA ELEM. SCH.
770 Berry Ave., L.A.
SUNNYVALE HIGH
Britton & E Duane, Scale
climb
BENNER ELEM. SCH.
H
850 W. McKinley, Scale
LTIMATE IN F1S1110ts
1.’nx al
II.
Tiring’,
LariV
assistant Koff’s- ELLIS ELEM. SCH.
-*ant :i,.,,.
Faptelia of Italy - Seron)
. I*11 11 A. and M.A. degrees 550 E. Olive, Scale
*.
San J
Bobbie Itrooks- Nliss l’at’
F. -tit State University, Kent. FAIRWOOD ELEM. SCH.
l’orter Ltd. His experience includes that 1110 Fairwood. Scale
tri the
"
-1-1,,
455 E. WILLIAM * near 10th Street
,peeC’h therapist in the Paines- MORSE ELEM. SCH.
I ’cult) are
/mem
In.1,:c
707 Morse, Scale
4.7629’
Open
schools; an inville
r,1 I. Eniiii.r
I ir
FREMONT HIGH
, struetnr in I ake Erie
1270 Scale Rd.. Scale
PairieSVille; a ’radio an’ nmincer
;:WwWi....V.:,,S0WWWWieWels
CHERRY CHASE ELEM
-ltation WPVL. Painesville; and an 1138 Hatherstone, S’vale
.//striletor in Kent State University SAN ANTONIO ELEM.
11875 Wright, S’yale
nce 1101.
Ward Williamson, assistant pro -1 BENNETT ELEM. SCH.
1940 Halford, S. Clara
aduate of Oberlin ColRAYNOR ELEM. SCH.
ids M. A. degree from.
1020 Domicil’, S. Clara
ominhia University. He has been, CUPERTINO HIGH SCH.
n instructor at the University of wile, & steuees creek, cups,
./nnectiollt, !flirt ford: a director COLLINS ELEM. SCH.
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD
r, prottlieer at the Green Moun- 20195 Vista Dr.. Capt.
so
,Itt Theatre, Poultney, Vt.: and a HYDE SCHOOL
:sist Ii sit the state t9325 Bollinger Rd., Copt.
293-1030
398 EAST SANTA CLARA
LINCOLN ELEM. SCH.
Iowa City.
21710 McClellan, Cupf,
CUPEP.TINO ELEM. SCH.
21991 Homestead, Cup+
.PLLER ELEM. SCH.
75f Rainbow Dr. S
I’ -.II’

volt rim

5.’I’

i

lAfi3

ler AK

AV nen VS

11 K.O. Polio Officials To Begin
Mass Immunization Sunday

F

Moderators will be 1)1’. John NI
lloistrand. associate profe,..J , 1
elementary education. and Dr .101n
1\’light associate professor 01 secnodal) edu(’ation.
Throliehout the series, effective
tools of connininication
tbe tc.her will be emphasized. In
..1,11..
of education at San Jose

fr!,’

Carroll G. Hylton, assistant pma graduate of Long Beach
-,:110 Crille.. with an M.A. degree
H.,111 the l’ItiverSit) of New MercI,-, Ili. has taut!, ht forensicsJ
in Al .
,,,luerritse and at Michigan State
’niversity.

SARATOGA HIGH SCH
Harriman Ave Sratoga

;RANGIER F DA ’,Cm
.A.
Arc:.

SARATOGA FLE1.4 Schl
001 Struts Seratoya

JIM /I I 1,-’4 INT Scot
’.. Clore
840 b.’

SIN JCSI
275 N 24t1’ S

WILCOX HIGH SCHOOL
1250 Monroe. S Clara

CORY lam SCH
2280 Kenod. S. Jose

:691111tot:41.ERTII:Jc,"
850 N. 2nd St

AGNEW ELSM SCH
2250 Agnew Rd. S. Clara

DEL MAR HIGH SCH
1224 Del Mar Ave., S. J.
S. J CITY COLLEGE
12101) Morprk, S..1

BOWER ELEM SCH.
7755 Barkley. S. Clara

f

133 N 33 St
GRANT ElEM

.

rHisER.::
5 J
S J
C,

BRACHER ELEM SCH.
2700 Chrombe Dr., S. Clara

BLACKFORD ELEM.
1970 wilt.. S. J.

-1 MANN (LIM
275 E S. CIo. S J

BRIAR WOOD ELEM. SCH.
1930 Townsend, S Clara

CAMDEN HIGH SCH.
Union & Camden. S. J

sc H
E Et.
1.011/ E L EL
1,1
375 Marget S

BUCHSER HIGH SCH
3000 Benton. S. Oa,
CURTIS ELEM. SCH.
890 Pornerow S. Clara
EISENHOWER ELEM. SCH
277 Rodonooan S. Clara
HAMAN ELEM. SCH.
865 Los Pad, em, S. Care
WESTWOOD ELEM. SCH.
435 Saratorsa, Santa Clara
BLACKFORD HIGH SCH
Boynton & Blackfd.. S Jose
COUNTRY LANE SCH.
5140 Coonny Lane, S. Jose
MONROE ELEM. SCH.
11)55 Monroe S. Jose
ROGERS ELEM. SCH.
4835 Doyle. S. Jose
CAMPBELL HIGH SCH.
I W. Campbell, C’bell.
CASTRO ELEM. SCH,
4600 Student Lane. S. Jose
FOREST HILL SCH.
4450 McCoy Ace., S. Jose
MORELAND ELEM. SCH.
4335 Payne Ave.. S. Jose
SAN TOMAS ELEM SCH.
1100 Hacienda. C’bell.
LOS GATOS HIGH SCH
High School Cit.. L.G.
AVE. ELEM.6,
17L.G.
DA770DamsES

8AG8f ELEM. SCH
Custer & Herr) S .1
CAMBRIAN II EM
481 E. Case,/ C oe
KIRK ElEti 17.’
601 Forws-, S
PARKER 1:E.SC-I
14705 Union Are . S. J
SARTORETTE ELEM.
3850 Woodford Dr.. S J
LEIGH HIGH SCH.
Leigh to L.G.-Almaden S 1
C.ARLTON ELEM. SCH.
Carlton A Elester, S. J.
UNION ELEM SCH
2130 L.G.-Almaden. S. J.
LINCOLN HIGH SCH.
565 Dena, S. J.
GARDNER ELEM SCH.
502 Illinois Ave., S. J.
COLLEGE PARK SCH.
470 McKendric S. J.
HESTER ELEM. SCH.
1460 The Alarned S. J.
WASHINGTON ELEM.
100 Oak St., S. J.
WILLOW GLEN HIGH
2001 Cottle. S. -J.
SCHALLENBERGER
1280 Koch Ln., S.J.
RIVER GLEN ELEM.
1610 Bird Ave., S. J.
WILLOW GLEN ELEM.
1425 Lincoln. S. J.
PIONEER HIGH SCH.
1290 Kooser Rd., S. J.

POOSEvELT JR
1 E HIGSHL Clara S J

AVER HIGH SCH.
1331 Calaveras, Milpitas
MAYNE ELEM. SCH.
S.J.-Alviso Rd.. Alviso

3200 Senter Pd.. S..1
CHRISTOPHER ELENA
565 Cc,cte Er S J
SEVEN TREES ELEM
3975 M,ra Low S J
JAMES LICK HIGH
57 N White Rd S J
CURETON ELEM
3720 E Hills Dr S. J.
MAYFAIR ELEM. SCH
2000 Kmrersrer S. J
McCOLLOM ELEM
3311 Luc:an, S. J.
NOBLE ELEM. SCH.
Noble & Grotirn’t. S .1
ORCHARD ELEM
Gish Rd.. S. J.
HFloSpCkHinEsPASECari.11; S. J.
EVERGREEN SCI-1
Fowler Rd., 5 J
RYAN SCHOOL
24l McGinnis. S. J
SA NOD’S SCHOOL
3411 Rocky M.. 0-.. S J
LIVE OAK HIGH SCH
30 Central. Mgn. Hill
GILROY HIGH SCH.
1.0.0.F. Ate., Gilroy
SAN MARTIN SCH.
Lincoln & San Martin. S
HACIENDA SCH.
19950 McKean Rd., S. J.

M.

"WORK OF ART"
One /Jay cervice

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

(;11E11.\ El?,’-;

.,:trt Majors Go litig

Art

for Stri Jose l’aint
,twirnt, iind the big soketiliii III art ,,tipplies
S

Spartaguide
11 I hi. ’lit t114.4111)Crs." meeting
plan coming semester’s activities,
Harding St , Santa Clara.

at
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WI,ettea’s
(Intl
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lab, registration dance,
.1 House, S pt.
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shman Class, meeting. E132
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THE CLEAN WHITE SOCK
He not only wears the Clean white sock; he is ’clean white sock.’ It’s a k,nd of conf,
dence that comes from knowing the right thing to do; even if he decides not to do
it Hue clean white socks are by Adler. His girl is by his side, every bit as ’clean white
sock’ ashes. Naturally they don’t always wear white socks, they lust act like they do.
People who really swing are wearing the Adler SC shrink controlled wool sock. $1.00.

AD!. ER

TH,

ADLER COMPANY, CINCINNATI it, OHIO

ADLER’S as......ncvng SC’s avadable at
II{
\ 11 I I. t
Irttoss i

DO NA
112 !,

uF\lIJl
\
I offs/ ffmir

1.11 l;.1171
0.

fl )pen Mon.-Thurs.-Fa Nights.)
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)1

\

211.1 str

I 1 2-1 1 17
(Osten Thterudds Night.
391

E.

William St.

CD osfier’s

C
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rridr.y. Srpt. 21. 1182
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Time Out

Spartans Meet WSU Eleven
Campbell To Lead W.S.U.
Revenge for ’61 SJS Win

With JOHN HENRY
Sports Editor

r. ;
mie
need,
rrerkir!

chail that
...mem back
Babe- Ruth sr acted the horn,
.i
r...ri 11.a. -t...r.n base had become a lost art before
%alb r he 1.. .. A ngele: Dodgers.
ti.i. already stolen 94 bases this year. He
-1
rad three to beat Ty Cobb’s 47 -year -old

p

,t tacale. junioi I ;lei.?
tertnen
K) JOIN HENRI’
Tomorrow the Spartan elesenlliaker.
In the line the Cougars hak,
faces a tough Washington State
squad led by All-American candi- three returning guars. Al Bram,.
Lorin Christean and Blain Elio,
date Hugh Campbell.
Returning to the backfield in
Campbell has led the collegiate
:s receivers for the past two addition to Mathieson are halfyears. He set a record of 66 re- backs John Browne and Ken
ceptions in 1960. Last year he Graham and fullback George Reed.
The starling lineup announced
dropped off to 53 for 723 yards
Saturday’s
for
Sutherland
, by
and five touchdowns.

rrir

mi. in
o
ra cord

r

Yk .
J1
L...11: . r

151th 2arne of the season Ordinarily this
t .1, al three bases today to heat Cobbs
t:11: taroks as stolen base leader in a 162-

-i
lote,
daInt ,.,e hi,
is ahead 1 ,hr .
Cohb had

rxt

..:ames

,anie. to steal 96 bases in 1915. trr..
the 154th game. Thus. Wiiis
:it this time
ted mr, lies earlier in the campaign.
;(r set the record.

The Cougars have a new start- game is:
Ends Ilugh Campbell and Bob
ing quarterback in Dave Mathieson who may be -better than Mel James: bwkles. Rill Kenton and
Larry Reishorg: gitards. Blain
Melin" according to Spartan coach
Eliot and Al Branco; center, Roy
Bob Titchenal.

turn,t ke the major leagues because the Dodgers
W;!I, ii i.
sold him crrarlit ii Ii. to the Detroit Tigers for $35.000.
When lb.. Ti2er- ’oak a quick look at Maury. they decided that
he didn’t fit rim. :h. plans they had so they sent him back to Los
Angeles.
at the time because Wills WAS a poor
Thu. i ,is ii ii
latter. As the -ay .r.., goes. "you can’t steal first base."
Wills was
to Spokane of the Pacific Coast League by the
lodgers A, sprkkarre he was taught how to switch hit. This feat
Irourght his
.p and earned him a chance with the Dodgers
in 1959. Harmay through the season the Dodgers called him up and
installed Wills at shortstop.
The Dralg,-T-. ksith Wills’ help, went on to win the pennant and
World Se.ms.
In 1960 Wills -1.roYed his prowess as a base stealer as he tallied
.511 stolen bases. Lan yea! he led the league with 35.
The San Jo,. State soccer team opens its 1962 season tonight
a’ 8 in Spartan Stadium. It will be the first of sLx home games played
under the lights.
Soccer is a orrigh and exciting sport to watch. The action is
on the team and may be interok
e are a lioed
continuo is. Only 16 mn
changed at will. With 11 starting positions, this leaves only five
subst itutes.
Try to imagire ir football team, without any parts. dressed in
a shirt and shorts, trying to play four periods of 22 minutes each
with only five substitute:.
deir uf the enri:rance needed ir-r play soccer
es yrai a
Th:s

NEXT TIME TRY
A COLLEGIATE
F:AM::CUT
* !vy
* Crewcut

mathleson had SO completions
In 93 attempts for 142 yards and
hdowns last year. Ile
three t
took over the starting WI role
half way through the season.

Gal/egos May Be Needed After All

the eFfference!

ANDY’S
171 e. .:nita .Lira -t.

who was the r.
’torn Gi111.
milegiate
in the nation last
Year with the San Jose State grid-let’s. may be re-activated by the
Oakland Raiders AS an understudy
for Cotton Davidson, the No. 1
quarterback.
EtIlly this year Gallegos was
’11-01,Pcd by the Raiders in favor of
Vricrans Don Heinrich and 51. C.

The Ranters obtained Davidson ;
from Dallas last week and irromptly dropped both Heinrichs and
Reynolds. Reynolds has gone north
Ii, Canada to play. pro hall.
With only one quarterback on
the squad the Raiders must find
someone to bard< up Davidson in
ril injury.

The Spartan Daily’s pick as stars of the SJS-Utah State football game last Saturday are:
OFEENSEW’alt Roberts. Al the start of the second half
of play Roberts took Jim Turner’s kick on the san Jose flve-yard
line and returned it to the Utah State 32. a 83 -yard return. On
the next play he %%put around left end 10 Illek tip the final 32 yards
and a touchdown. He collected 62 yards In eight tries trim. the
line of scrimmage for an average Of 7.3 yards a try.
DEFENSELarry Hansen. Hansen\ rugged defensive play In
the Utah State game earned the No. I position at left tackle. lie
was a Junior college all-American last year at College of San Mateo. Ile n as also named the team’s MVP last year.

School’s a kick with Scripto.

Frosh Basketball
Coach Rates
Crop ’Exceptional’

Before you start ta,
better go Out fOr;.’
Not one c4

Cal Tickets

ilent tickets for the San Jose
Spartan -California Bears
ill contest at Berkeley. Sept.
r..11 be available in the Student
rrffice. T1116, on Monday.
can be obtained with a .
Harem body card. Only one ticket
show that the ran be obtained with each rani
Early 1ips
1San .10Se State frosh basketball
squad has an "exceptional crop"
I
.
of high school players, according
,to frosh coach Dan Mines.

B

"There are several fine boys
out for the squad." he said. "Many
are outstanding citi-tens and have
been
in
student
leader’s
high
school.,

I’,

p

en ,ms a ,..-..’rpete

Broadcast

Saturday’s Stars

the Spartans.
Lirtir with
Gallegos completed .594 per cent of
:is passes on 117 completions out
af 197 tries. He threw for 14 touchdowns and racked up 1480 aerial
yards.
Gallegos was awarded the Pop
Warner Award as the outstatulim:
senior of 1961. Ile broke five Spartirn pak,:ing recurds last year

fine or medium point’, write on anythIr7 Trite Gauge
,the ink
of te’,t-i.r.rxizzes and
B , .ripto Ink Cartridge Fountain Pen Droo
oat Jito
ins, rea or green ink Fine or medium r,,,nt $1 C. Sr.riDto Thin Lead Mer.:hantal Pencil. Sleek,
th extra fine lead With
,-,ei and -,o are
Sis ’/-,10r, $1 Scr,oto make; the Tilt .Tipt
i,nc of quality ball pens, fol.
ard morhar,oal pencils from 298 to $1.98. ln Canada, too.

Scripto

Heading the list are S. ’I’. Salfold. a 6-foot. 4 -inch all -league Selection rrom the Central
fornia Conference and Stockton;
Bob Griggs. another all -conference
pick from Oakland; Mike Smith
from Campbell: and Pete Newell
Jr., an all -city choice from San
Francisco’s St. Ignatius High and
son of the t7niversity of C’alifornia’s athletic
director.
Newell
stands at 6 feet 3 inches.

Other standouts from this area
Pa lo
include Frank Tarrantts,
Alto; Jeff Goodere, Campbell; Ben
Bower, El C7erriloi and Skip Bown,
Skyline High in Oakland.
Glines believes the squad can
perform mrich better and improye
on the poor I5-1:11 record of last
’ year’s squad. The Spartababehave added two more games ai..!
will play a 20 -game schedule.
The season begins Dee. 1 again
Oakland Junior Colter, Worko.
In not turn-in t;nrd Ow 1-,

,tradJ
1.
("ode
ill III,
the I
ttle (

I ire
..ogars. They
ti.ive been concentrating on sharp’ruing their defenses for the past
.k kek in preparation for the S.IS
rkame.
Coach Boh
learn
leaves this morning for Spokane
’ where they will stay overnight
TomorrInc the team will go to
: Pullman.
The team will return to San
;
Jose Municipal Airport tomorroa
night at 10 15.

State for,’ Toniorp.w s San
ball game from Pullman, Wred,
against the Washington State Oar
gars will he broadcast over mill.
The squad from WS11 had a 3-7 K1.11.’N i13701 starting at 1:30 p.m..
21-19
a
season last year. including
with a pie -grime shoo, at 1:15.
loss to SYS. The Cougar’s were
*
*
*
better than their record showed.
Dave
B tr ssey; quarterback,
however. Oregon and Stanford
Mathieson; halfb st k s. John
were among their victims. They
Browne and Ken tiniharn and
came close to upsetting their rival
fullhaek, George Reed.
Washington, but lost 21-17.
The probable starting lineup for
Coach Jim Sutherland has 17 the Spartans will he:
lettermen returning to the squad.
Ends. (’hick Elder and Dave
There are only eight seniors
Johnson: tackles, Larry Hansen
ticketed for action. In contrast
and Joe Gibbons; guards, Ron
to this, the roster Ls loaded with
venter.
McBride and Boh
29 juniors and 28 sophomores.
Rod Thomas: quarterback. Bob
Kane: halfback, Walt Roberts;
Twenty-one of the sophomores
flanker back, Cass Jackson and
are up from the unbeaten (3fullback Johnny’ Johnson.
0-1) WSW freshman team.
Only one of the returning let This is the first game on the

STICKY-FINGERED ENDHugh Campbell will be one of the big
guns for Washington State Cougars when they face the Spartan
gridders tomorrow afternoon at Pullman, Wash. Campbell was
the NCAA pass receiving leader with 53 for 743 yards and five
touchdowns le" year. In 1961 he set a collegiate record for receptions with 66 and 881 yards and 10 touchdowns.
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Rule b. i1 and a elearl.
lined handbook are two ma jr
changes which will simplify intramural sports at San Jose State
College this minting year. liana mural Director Dan Unruh announces.
The new ’vie additions should
lear up any eligibility confusion
that plagued last year’s touch foot.
ball competition. The handbook includes information ranging from
the Intramural Sports calendar,
rules regulations and all items con (Timing the sports program.
Unruh said the emphasis now is
on the upcoming touch football
season which begins Oct. 1 and Oct.
2 for the independents and fraternities. respectively. In order to participate. each entry must come into
Unruh’s office to get roster blanks
and turn them in by Wednesday
The Intramural Director’s office r in MG121.
Also in Wednesday a merlin:
of football tram managers Will
held in MG205 to discuss facets ,4
rules and regulations.
The rule ehanges will allow am
one in May who has earned a
Freshman letter last year. rX mali
change will limit the rosters to Is,
NIr. L’nruh said. In addition, the
teams will play yvith eight men at
a time.
Applications for football officials
are available in the Intramural rrffire. A clinic will be held Sept. 27
for all officials.
The director
d
als o mentioned the
tennis season that begins Oct. 71.
Entries are due by next Fridie.
Closely following the opening t4
tennis is the two-ma n yo lleydrall
season starling on Oct. S Rnstets
fur’thi. -yrrt irre ,toe nnt

(MC
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MAYFAIR BIKE SHOP

Wishes You a Successful Year
at S.J.S.
atec
fdiNg

Ports
Expert

Accessories

Repairs
on All

new

.deb4k

Models

Dealer for

’699’

Phillips

Bianchi

BIANCHI 12 SPEED
DERAILERS, from . . . .
Schwinn

I Vt F,

44011

TD

SlInviCe
.
Fast and Friendly
Special Discount Card far S J S Students

Maypir 8ike cliop
894 E. Santa

Clara at

19th Street,

CV 4-0742

NEW AND USED BOOKS ARRIVING DAILY
FAST, EASY SELECTION
SPEEDY CHECKOUT
REFUND POLICY

’st,c

STORE HOURS:
7:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Sat, 9:00 A.M. to 6 P.M.

california book company
114 EAST

MM.
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HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
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SJS (21-20)

Briars

Williams
5.1,4 (21-14)

W (34-16)

Mu (28-3)

Mo (24-7)

AN (35-1)1) ,

MO (21-1)

ND) (22-6)

Stu (21-141

0 11444)

11. (14-7)

U (1644)

U (14-12)

1.1 (24-21)

P 117-7)

P (20-M)

P 117-14)

A (24-10)

A (27-6)

A (7-6)

U (26-12)

U (35-0)

P (2140

P 119-14)
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Ala. as. Georgia

A (14-3)
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S (16-14)
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17 (21-10)

U (26-6)

M (28-21)

Okla vs. Syracuse

5 (11-7)

0 (24 -Ii)

0 (21-14)

0 (21-14)

S (14-7)

S (21-15)

Penn At. vs. Navy

P (21-14)

P (14-7)

N (14-13)

P (13-7)

P (21-13)

P (10-3)

NE

SF’ (27-24)

I) (34-23)

SF (35-0)

SF’ (33-21)

SF’ (24-21)

I) (32-13)

II (30-17)

D (28-21)

1) (14-7)

I) (24-17)

D (31-11)

11) (32-131

NY (34-24)

NV (24-21)

NV (14-0)

NV (21-20)

P (23-24)

NV (20-17)

1:11.(34-14)

GB (38-21)

GB (28-14)

GB (30-21)

GB (35-14)

Olt 145-lii)

UOP vs. N. :W St.

VS.

Detroit

Oakland vs Dallas
,
NT ss Phila.

St. I.
both teams."
mentor added that
The Spartan
’s year’s flush "is the too,i
.perienced in our history."
the starting seven, Bob Howse.
lien Hubbard. Jeff Logan and
parker, received all-leagi..
NA’S in high school.

vs GM.

(23-19

Sporting ., -Toting line-up that
, resembles a world all-star team in
sound. San Jose State’s soccer club
will open its season tonight 102ainst
the San Francisco Olympic Club at
Spartan Stadium. Kiek-off is set
lat 8 o’clock. Students will be admit tout free with registration pock -

Selections Made Even Tougher
By Closely Matched Squads

to

n-

n
".1

is

Hounding out the probable start; line-up are Chuck Abraham.
Arveson and Mike Hanson,
SAN }4:ANCIS(’0 (UPI 3- It
irding to Walton, every man
I
ill see action in the double- pigskin picking time and if you!
..der.
think things were tough in 1961,!
Fremont, coached by Dave Sta- wait until you
see what happens!
,y, is regarded by Walton as one
in 1962.
high
schwl
outstanding
the
The teams in the Big Six are
abs in the Bay Area.
Bruce Wilhelm, who led the more evenly matched than Weath.gue in scoring last season, is erly and Gr.-tel. The independents
e main cog in the Indian Ilenlook strong, and even the littlee machine.
league teams are ready to chal6-4
center forBacking up the
lenge some of the big-timers.
:rd will be Bob Brockhouse.
So without paying any money,
es Met lick. Gil Hitchcock, Bill
you can take your pick on these:
criellan, Steve Carruth and
Stanford over Tulane- Coach
Sieroty.
’
In the second game inexperi- Jack Cartier. has the biggest line
-.al College of Sequoias will he in cam in it at Stanford. Also, pos’king ;in upset against the Spar- sibly, the slov,est. Tithine has a
babes. John Bricker is coaching new coach and problems. By
southlanders in their first eight.
of water polo,

.

it’

RINGING IT UP
CHICAGO ’UPI) Prior to his
tuled title fight with Sonny
heavyweight
champion
ton,
oyd Patterson’s ring earnings in
fights were $4,250$10-- or
tor every minute he fought
a an,.

Duke over Southern California- -Blue Devils rated one of top half
dozen teams in the country. Trojans still have to prove they can!
develop an interior line. USC
backfield speedy, however, and if
it pulls off an upset, the Trojans
:will be underway for the season.
By six.
Missouri over
’;,lifornia-The

men tiom the "Show Me" state
gut the shock of their lives last
year when held to a 14-14 tie by
the Golden Bears. They’ll be ready
this time and could ruin the home
inaugural fur Coach Marvin Levy,
By 13.

(A)s Angeles State to take San 151’
! ego State, San Francisco Stale to
! get past Long Beach State, the
San Diego Marines to clobber Cd1
Poly of San Luis Obitip0,
State over Whitworth, Cal Aggieover Santa Clara, /1111nboklt Stati
Washinetun over Purdue -This over Oregon Tech, Chico State
cookl be the best game of the over Southern Oregon and Surer.,
week. The Boilermakers are rated mento State over Cal Poly ot
the main threat to Ohio State in Pomona.
the Big Ten. But the Huskies have
a little bit of everything, including
a sophomore named Junior League
Coffey, who may prove a sensation the first time he gets in a
ball game. By three.
Washington State over San Jose
State -Cougars making first start
in the Big Six. Spartans played
well in 11 -point loss to powerful
Utah State last week. But coach
Jim Sutherland has a precision
outfit working for him that could
be hard to stop. By 10.
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San Francisco Forty Niners
clobbered by
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In his tenth year as Spartan suet
111C11101% Julie Menendez hopes
to improve upon his even 5-5 record
iff last year. His eleven has both’
U. it
ilr1/1 IXli1.1

yid J V
starred on the SJS [rush track Spartan Fr.
team last spring, is slated to start f tobert Louis Steverson Setinoi a
it inside right. while Ornagherni’ Monterey will star. at 6:30.
will play right wing.
The Spartan Gaolers will folkak.
Three other Nigerian newcomers this grime by playing host to is
are expecusl to see action in the, highly- regarded International So,
opener. They are Amagh Ntluka. eer Club Monday night.
Efiok Akpan and Hilary Agha.
League play will begin Sepi. ’2s.
Two other newcomers scheduled
when Menendez’ gang will tairfit
to start are Dave Kingsley and Ed
ith the always tough Stanfont InZurnont. Although new to the SJS
dians This match will also he ii/dd
squad, both are expeiieneed playin Spartan Stadium.
ers.
the
: ’
Competing in the Northern (%,Iiforniti Intereollegiate So’r’er C0n!lerence. the Indians arid
.11.
had identical 2-4 league :
Ti, lend 11101V contilS1. :.
teams swapped 2-1 skis.
took the lit -sr on the
turf. and SJS won the secia
ing here

Top Track Stars
Compete Today In
Watermelon Run

Sitri Pdoricisio City Collett,
An etrly glimpse of Sari lose deleated Jo six league tilt,
-iftte’s and some of the natio!. s year. is Mall the favorite
distance runners will be .d- They will play here liiday tf
leied today at 3 p.m. at the South
i’ampus track when the seconil
’1111itesoMt,
Annual Watermelon Run gets onI.!.AL1NS
’PI
tbrway.
Hill at lianla Monica. Ca lit
Five lettermen la-ad couch Dean
1
I Slit or
fiendelaeri
1:414nal.
cif
I Miller’s team this year. These fins’
1,
leitIlled 10 V.111 1 io dall$4.Fo, ts
were all in 1961 NCAA meet and
191;2
ray"
:Vito
hr
Maas:
!wit of theta placed in the top 10.
Ira’ the ’,total v./NOV/II Ne’itlFishback, third in the NCAA
meet, and Ron Davis. ninth in
the same meet, will be the fie
JULIE MENENDEZ
EARN EXTRA MONEY ’
y unites.
. . . opens season
But two greatly improved lettermen, also on the NCAA meet
inie1"iaelndifs’
tt et lit;
will ubpcitjlyreint
will give Fishback and Ita,is
Svans. Oscar Gutierrez, Slotaalan
plenty of strong compel it run 11’h,
Gated, Diettoor Demeter, Gordon
t 1 ...key and Jose Azek talk,
Snout! and Fritz Stellrecht.
peeled to go tar abus e 1 heir el The element of electrifying speed , forts of last year. Horace Whiteskill be contributed by Nigerian
head is the fifth man, rated as
sprint sensation Jimmy Ornaghemi
"most improked" on last year’s
and Lloyd Murad. Murat’, who squad.
I
The competition will result in
the winner’s receiving a juicy watermelon. Though only an intro
c
squad meet, coach Miller hopes
Jack the race will give incentive to the
II
:.1.ANI’s W.I.
I we and 11:- .-dantord Indians varsity runners.
,
The race was originally an idea
g. Es
,
open their seiisi.n against Tulane
teams
one
of
his
when
Miller
had
tonight.
would
always
career
early
in
his
Curt ice picked his starters Wed.’
Sh.. Sour. N. obi.pe,on ut 0’.
nesday, including ends Steve Pur- ’ stop to pick watermelons instead
to
run.
He
decided
sell and Frank Patitucti. tackles of continuing
ORTHO.VENT SHOE CO.
fe2209 8,tod Pond Salem, Virginia
Chuck Buehler and Bob Nichols, I it was best to let them have their
I woo ie MAO ot, money with OrtInt-Vint P0
guards Mary Harris and Frank ’lice and watermelon too. Thus
rush ono aboloolv PREP. without any 05111,
everything/ need to Cr await roarniorart
Dulailsky, center C. B. Simons. the idea of watermelon as a prize.
Ikea
He said it has always been a
quarterback Steve Thurlow. halfmove.
backs J. D. Lodato and Gary Craig. good way to build the team’s trio
soft
Oar
rale
. and fullback Ed Cummings,
_

IMMEDIATELY

the Chicago Bears

in last Sunday’s first NFL contest, but you would never know
it looking at league statistics.

The Prospectors lead six (It
paraments, mainly because they
held the Bears’ Billy Wade to I.’
Oregon State over Iowa State-- yards on 13 passes while collapsing
The Orangemen turn loose Terry before Chicago’s running attack.
Baker, who may be headed for
The statistics also presented
his greatest season. But this is no
warning for the Forty Niners who
push-over. By seven.
meet Detroit at the motor city
Texas over Oregon Some be- Sunday.
lieve that the Ducks may have
The Lions’ Milt Plum leads all
the best team in the West, headed
,passers after hitting 21 of 30
by halfback Mel Renfro. But LongI pas.ses for ’251 yards and three
horns are a national powerhouse.
. touchdowns.
By 13.
The Forty Niner-Lion game will
I
University of Pacific over New
therefore pit the league’s best
Mexico State The weekend longthe top
pass defense against
New Mexicans won by a 70Cu rl wishes to share mod. corn). one. shot,
passer.
vastly
Tigers
score
last
year.
19
from school. Call
9 a.m.
improved, out foe revenge. By
3 apt. $55. Married cal. four.
Apt. 1.
Arizona over Brigham YoungWildcats inaugurate the Western
13,cd
crp’s
bdrrn., ww carpets,
near SJS. $89.50. Athletic Conference campaign on
the right foot. By 20.

pattana
FOR SALE

49ers High In Stats
Despite Clobbering
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI p.

7’

SJS Soccermen Meet
Olympic Club Tonight

Gulbur

SJS 124-22)

I) (14-71

Wash as. Purdue

Jose States

coach Lee Walton’s yearlings
meet Fremont high School
the 10 o’clock opener, and then
Sequoias at 11.
ale College of
difficulty.
Despite the obvious
He minced
’alton is optimistic.
words in predicting a double
"We should be able to out -

’Iltehenal

SJS (26-241

V1

first (rush waIdaho vs. Utah St.
doubleheader in the hisr polo
take place LS(’ vs. Tex. A&M
will
school
the
,/ of
.turday morning in the Spartan Maryland vs. S3411’

SJU

T" ’1

Spartan Daily Grid Selections

Indians Face Tulane
In Opener Tonight

g

Arizona State over Wichita-.
Wow.2 single beds.
.-rq e beds, Silo mo. Sun Devils should duplicate last
season’s success here. By 14.

man portable typewriter, good cond.
’ 25Q
r 2-30.

en privileges.
Also: Occidental over ClareGirls-room for .
$35
mcmt-Mudd, Nevada over Redma, 9.8 station wagon 1960. unique LaVerne,
over
Pomona
lands.
WANTED
ar, party. $785. CI-I
Whittier to beat Santa Barbara,
Two studious girls want same to share
apt. Contact Apt, 7, 455 S. 8th after
t ...rn Alpine, all ertras 2:30 p
r 6 p.m.
Riders from C--,orville-Irvington area.
Oo’
t l4H. New top. $110. 355 a ride. Ca’ ’
1338.
I E. Reed.
. per division engineer
Room mete
Trophy de France, escallent 283 Reed, apt . 90/mo.
.’
51 6 7393.
private petty. Cell
Guitar instructor
nuuse contract
, sale Ca I
I III’S
ta
4.2lr1t. leave name
How..
she,
Hayward-ridrs
numbe,.
ik 14 ’
’’
1. /e
ba-a-;.-Will sell for $35
MISCELLANEOUS
48 excel cond., good corn.
-ow tires. Offer Bruce.
’ B. Moulder Hat
,iffer.

^Vet

. rs-oorican ’ ir Jard. $75.
After 6:00 P

3 09 rn,

convert. Stick. Good ccridine 797-1673.
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HELP WANTED

Ford
, i550

4s,h

Will do typing

Student mother veshes exchange baby.
sitting or ml’ pay 292 0634.

Up front, ahead of a modern filter, only Winston has Filter-Blend...
rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially processed
for full flavor in filter smoking. It’s what’s up front that counts!

Mature students with own transportation
need for evening or Saturday work. Salary $2.00 hr. ts, $3.50 hr. DA 2-1824.

car. Will fit schedule with
8ike. 3 -speed, Elko new. 664 Man with
ours. Permanent full term Pb. CV 7.7897.
G

d
r

New paint and
1 p.T.

Mirk part time telephone work. Phone
CV 7-2873.

4 neat appearing men with cars introducinq music lesson program. Will train
-evening calls-leads furnished-com.
with
live
to
- 0
"re’ "
mission. Mr. Anthony, AX 6-7327 or
’
’..:rnpori-a(-ion. CV 3Al. 2.0544.
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2 men upper division Sr grad
Free wash. & dry. Comfortab’e
swroundings $20 mo. ether-10o
,40 So. Sib, 11/2 blk. from 5.15.
ts he shared.
$28 406 S lth. Con
’’- 5 2 blks from
campus.

9.12
office work. 57 pe,
’I Tees Thfs,
Moo.. Wed.. I
- -- --..
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Unlimited opportunity.
by
;;ne qualify
Part
appoiroment. High c,31,sse-3ns.
lime, fie.ible hours.
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Jamaicas
Unlimited
PURE WHITE, !
MODERN FILTER

gS\

PLUS

FILTER - BLEND UP FRONT

same to babysit 10.
764-1870 ater 7 p.m.

ins

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line Mill/MUM

FOR YOUR CAREFREf HOURS

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hell, or
Send in Handy Order Mani
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

eoderta:ts

$2.111 to $6.19
At
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Count on Penney’s

for colleg,
fashions that reflect traditionally good taste
in the newest, pace-setting styles! Every.
thing from fine line tapered slacks to color.
fully striped sweaters! Popularly priced!

thing- grar...1 fir i rollegei/e41 budget!
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PRINT SPORT SHIRT ZIP
FOR BACK TO CAMPUS VIP

NEW EDWARDIAN PRINTS
BUTTON DOWN COLLAR

98

small
medium
large
extra large

small
medium
large
extra large

the sleekly designed
A Townc.w. -inder on a. -1cu.
500.1
sipper fro,. ;
^4 that wash ’n weer
’y
.
.
colors
;
‘c headline fall! 114140e
0.
s -o-4 sleeves
an.,
MAIN FLOOR

SIX TOP COLORS
COUNT ON
PENNEY’S OWN
GAYMODE
BUDGET SHEERS

PROPORTIONED
LADY TOWN CRAFT BLOUSES

IiIn1
....an these
C, "es14 better.
vs. c,Wy and the
s- ’vs. nv dictato.s R..
heels and toes.

;FC.04.4t) FLOOR

--

Women’s Bras
A

MAIN FLOOR

2.98

.as a steer searnleis docking with
Non -un top and toe guards.
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MEN’S ASSORTED
STRETCH BELTS
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